The DMC Watch Collection
Meet the brand new DeLorean Motor Company timepiece collection inspired by the
iconic car.

DMC Watch User
Instructions
A. DISPLAY

The first DeLorean DMC-12 rolled off the assembly line in 1981 and although it only
enjoyed a very short production run until 1983, this unique automobile gained both
legendary status and a cult following. Featuring a distinct shape, stainless steel body,
and gull-wing doors, there is nothing quite like the DeLorean DMC-12 car.
Though the original Belfast-based John DeLorean’s DMC operation closed its doors in
the 1980s, the legend lives on thanks to Stephen Wynne’s vision. Today’s DMC operates
out of Humble, Texas. Not only does DMC house the largest inventory of DeLorean
DMC-12 parts in the world, it also sells refurbished DMC-12 vehicles. The company is
also working on making a brand new DeLorean car.
Our DMC watch collection is a nod to the original DMC-12 sports car. From the
horizontal lines on the dial mimicking the front grills of the DeLorean to the stainless
steel case body, the tribute is unmistakable. There’s also the winding crown shaped like
a tire and the famous DMC logo prominently displayed.
The speedometer-like dial features a sporty red seconds hand, stylish hour and minute
hands, in addition to the expanded date window at 3 o’clock. Plus, on the case back of
the watch is an engraving of the DeLorean in its most famous position — with the
gull-wing doors wide open.
For ultimate accuracy and practicality, under the hood of the DMC timepiece is a
high-quality quartz Miyota movement. Powering the both time and date functions, the
battery-operated watch will continue to run whether on or off your wrist. With a
generous battery life, the DMC watch only requires a pit stop for a battery change
every three years.

B. SETTING THE TIME
Pull the crown out to the 2nd position and the seconds hand will stop
Turn the crown to set hour and minute hands to the correct time
Push the crown back to normal position and the seconds hand will begin to run

Completing the look of the DMC watch collection is the black leather strap accented
with gray stitching — reminiscent of the black and gray leather interior of the Delorean
car.

C. SETTING THE DATE
Pull the crown out to the 1st position
Turn the crown counter-clockwise to set the date. (If the date is set between the hours
of 9:00pm and 1:00am, the date may not change on the following day)
After the date has been set, push the crown back to the normal position

There are three different versions of the DMC watch to suit a wide range of tastes.
There’s the sleek black DMC watch, the vibrant blue DMC watch, and finally, the fresh
white DMC watch. Together, this trio of timepieces makes up the inaugural DMC watch
collection.
A watch made not just for DeLorean enthusiasts but for those who appreciate iconic
design and automobile history, the DMC watch is one that drives it in its own lane.

DMC Watch Limited
One-Year Warranty
DURATION
The DeLorean Motor Company (DMC) watches include a one-year (1) manufacturer
limited warranty.
LIABILITY
The DeLorean Motor Company (DMC) watches have a limited warranty that covers any
manufacturer ’s defects for one year from the original purchase date. If the watch parts
or mechanics does not work properly due to manufacturing defects, we will repair or
replace your watch free of charge. However, this does not cover any damages created
by the users.
SERVICE
We will repair, or at our discretion, replace any defective Delorean Motor Company
(DMC) watch with the same or a comparable model at our cost. We will refund the
purchase if repair or replacement is not commercially possible.
The DeLorean Motor Company (DMC) watches one-year (1) manufacturer limited
warranty will become null and void if the timepiece is misused, abused, tampered with
or taken apart, or if the timepiece is repaired by anyone other than an authorized
repair center.
LIMITATIONS
The DeLorean Motor Company (DMC) watches one-year (1) manufacturer limited
warranty does not cover water damage, normal wear and tear, battery replacement,
glass damage, scratches, strap damage, or theft.
The DeLorean Motor Company (DMC) watches must be repaired by an authorized dealer
or the warranty is void.
PROOF OF PURCHASE
Proof of purchase is required for all DeLorean Motor Company (DMC) watches warranty
claims, so please keep your receipt, official warranty, and any other proof of sale.
WHERE DO I SEND MY DELOREAN MOTOR COMPANY (DMC) WATCH FOR WARRANTY
CLAIMS OR REPAIRS?
Please contact us by email at support@dmc-watch.com so we can assist you on the
correct procedure for warranty claims and/or repairs.

DMC Watch Technical
Specifications
CASE
Stainless steel 44mm case with brushed finishing
IP bezel and winding crown
Hardened mineral crystal
DIAL
Horizontal lines on upper portion
Red seconds hand
Expanded date window at 3 o’clock
DMC logo & DeLorean Motor Company text
STRAP
Black leather strap with gray stitching
Stainless steel tang buckle
MOVEMENT
Japanese Miyota quartz movement
Three hands and date functions
Accuracy rate: +/- 20 seconds per month
Battery life: Three (3) years
WATER RESISTANCE
100 meters (300 feet)
VARIATIONS
Black DMC Watch
Stainless steel case, black bezel, black winding crown, black dial
Blue DMC Watch
Stainless steel case, blue bezel, blue winding crown, blue dial
White DMC Watch
Stainless steel case, black bezel, black winding crown, white dial

The stylized DMC logo and the DeLorean Motor Company name are registered
trademarks in the United States and abroad and used under license from DeLorean
Motor Company. Visit www.delorean.com for more information about the DeLorean
Motor Company.

